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Abstract

Along the lateral margins of floating ice shelves in Greenland and Antarctica, ice flow past confining margins and pinning

points is often accompanied by extensive rifting. Rifts in zones of marginal decoupling (“detachment zones’) typically propagate

inward from the margins and result in many of Earth’s largest calving events. Velocity maps of detachment zones indicate

that flow through these regions is spatially transitioning from confined to unconfined shelf flow. We employ the software

package \textit{icepack} to demonstrate that longitudinally decreasing marginal resistance reproduces observed transitions

in flow regime, and we show that these spatial transitions are accompanied by near-margin tension sufficient to explain full-

thickness rifts. Thus, we suggest that zones of progressive decoupling are a primary control on ice shelf calving. The steadiness

of detachment zone positions may be a good indicator of ice shelf vulnerability, with migratory or thinning detachment zones

indicating shelves at risk of dynamic speedup and increased fracture.
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Key Points:6

• Many calving events originate as near-margin rifts as ice shelves flow beyond lat-7

eral obstructions or boundaries.8

• Physical detachment from lateral obstructions is a major source of near-margin9

tension and fracture.10

• Within these marginal detachment zones, thinning/changes to fracture patterns11

may presage shelf destabilization.12
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Abstract13

Along the lateral margins of floating ice shelves in Greenland and Antarctica, ice flow14

past confining margins and pinning points is often accompanied by extensive rifting. Rifts15

in zones of marginal decoupling (“detachment zones”) typically propagate inward from16

the margins and result in many of Earth’s largest calving events. Velocity maps of de-17

tachment zones indicate that flow through these regions is spatially transitioning from18

confined to unconfined shelf flow. We employ the software package icepack to demon-19

strate that longitudinally decreasing marginal resistance reproduces observed transitions20

in flow regime, and we show that these spatial transitions are accompanied by near-margin21

tension sufficient to explain full-thickness rifts. Thus, we suggest that zones of progres-22

sive decoupling are a primary control on ice shelf calving. The steadiness of detachment23

zone positions may be a good indicator of ice shelf vulnerability, with migratory or thin-24

ning detachment zones indicating shelves at risk of dynamic speedup and increased frac-25

ture.26

Plain Language Summary27

The massive icebergs released from the ice shelves of Greenland and Antarctica all28

originate from fractures in the ice. Fracture occurs where extensional stresses are great29

enough to break the ice. We observe that zones of extensive fracture tend to coincide30

with regions where shelf ice flows just beyond lateral confinements such as fjord walls31

or islands, and that the fractures accrued through such zones often result in icebergs.32

In this study, we show that the high stresses within these zones occur as a result of a loss33

of contact with features at ice shelf edges. We propose that the regions where sidewall34

or island contact is lost may be an important indicator of future iceberg calving and changes35

in larger-scale ice shelf stability.36

1 Introduction to ice shelves37

The floating ice shelves of the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets have undergone38

dramatic change in the past two decades (Hill et al., 2017; Paolo et al., 2015). Of the39

twelve glaciers in Northern Greenland which had 20th century floating extensions, all40

but five have retreated into grounded or nearly-grounded regimes, with only three main-41

taining shelves longer than a few kilometers in length (Hill et al., 2018). Antarctic shelves42

have collapsed due to unprecedented meltwater loading (Banwell et al., 2013), and Thwaites43

Glacier has notably retreated into a slab-capsize calving style reminiscent of Greenland’s44

nearly-grounded glaciers (Winberry et al., 2020). Speedup of glacier ice driven by thin-45

ning and retreat of ice shelves is common in Antarctica (Joughin et al., 2021). Globally,46

the retreat, thinning, and speedup of ice shelves is expected to continue in the coming47

decades (An et al., 2021; Joughin et al., 2021; Rückamp et al., 2019).48

Ice shelves occupy the most extended reaches of an ice sheet, fully floating down-49

stream of the grounding zone. Where an ice shelf is confined between sidewalls, or driven50

into an island or localized bedrock high (a “pinning point”), the shelf exerts backpres-51

sure, helping to stabilize the grounding zone upstream (Gudmundsson, 2013). Uncon-52

fined shelf ice, in contrast, has no solid features against which to produce friction and53

shear stress, and it typically provides no significant buttressing unless surrounded by peren-54

nial sea ice (Wearing et al., 2020). Only the loss of confined, buttressing shelf ice has the55

potential to drive dynamic speedup through the reduction of backpressure (Fürst et al.,56

2016; Gudmundsson et al., 2019). Because of potential impact of certain iceberg calv-57

ing events on grounding zone dynamics, and because dynamics at the grounding zone58

are a significant source of uncertainty in sea-level rise projections (Robel et al., 2019; Fox-59

Kemper et al., 2021), a major interest in glacier modeling is to develop process-based60

explanations of brittle fracture and iceberg calving (Benn & Åström, 2018), especially61

near regions which provide buttressing.62
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Unconfined shelf ice is typically found downstream of any obstructions, beyond the63

last contact between the shelf and any sidewalls or pinning points. Therefore, the space64

connecting confined and unconfined shelf ice represents a region in delicate balance: frac-65

ture and damage (i.e., brittle failure) downstream might result in little or no dynamic66

speedup, while damage upstream might have a non-negligible dynamic effect. We refer67

to such intermediary regions as detachment zones. In this study, we theoretically inves-68

tigate detachment zones, and we find that they are inherently prone to high stresses and69

damage. We highlight these zones as significant drivers of iceberg calving from ice shelves.70

1.1 Detachment zones: definition and observations71

As identified above, we define a detachment zone to be the region over which shelf72

ice loses contact with rigid lateral boundaries (i.e., the space over which shelf ice phys-73

ically detaches from its surroundings). The lateral boundaries with which contact is lost74

may include sidewalls, islands, and local bedrock highs (see Figure 1). Defined this way,75

the detachment zone of an ice shelf can be understood as the boundary between uncon-76

fined and confined shelf ice. Since buttressing decreases away from geometric confine-77

ments, this zone can be roughly interpreted as the spatial transition between the pas-78

sive and buttressing areas described by Fürst et al. (2016).79

Detachment zones are commonly marked by series of lateral-cutting rifts (Figure80

1). Because they open near the margins within zones of diminishing sidewall contact,81

these rifts appear to be distinct from those which open well within shear zones (Lhermitte82

et al., 2020) or those which open near the centerlines of ice shelves (see, for example, panel83

B from Figure 2 of Joughin et al. (2021)). Near-margin rifts through detachment zones84

have been observed previously; for example, Reeh et al. (2001) note the “characteristic85

sawtooth indented lateral margins” at 79 North, and Holdsworth (1974) describe the rifts86

at the Erebus Ice Tongue as “marginal teeth.” We include both sites within Figure 1.87

Timelapse sequences of the Greenland locations (see Supporting Information), demon-88

strate that these rifts open quasi-periodically from the margins within detachment zones.89

These observations give rise to the natural hypothesis that the rifts seen in Figure 1 are90

caused by the spatial decoupling of shelf ice from lateral features. Notably, Lipovsky (2020)91

recently found that rifts are especially unstable (i.e., they tend to grow) near zones where92

the margin loses shear strength, as within a detachment zone. The continued propaga-93

tion of any pre-existing rifts through detachment zones, therefore, is already theoreti-94

cally supported. A central aim of this manuscript is to provide a mechanism support-95

ing a causal relationship between detachment zones and the initial formation of ice-margin96

lateral rifts (hereafter, “detachment rifts”). That is, beyond being conducive to the con-97

tinued growth of any pre-existing rifts (Lipovsky, 2020), detachment zones cause new98

rifts to form. We approach this problem using the finite element modeling package icepack99

(Shapero et al., 2021) (see Section 2.2).100

Detachment rifts typically propagate from the margins toward the centerlines (in101

some locations, they route upstream as they grow – see Figure 2 for an example of this).102

When calving occurs at glaciers in these settings, icebergs almost always calve along these103

detachment rifts, although the icebergs themselves may not be released for years after104

initial rift formation.1 That is, the continued growth of detachment rifts often leads to105

terminus retreat via large calving events. However, although large calving events from106

1 Figure 1 in Alley et al. (2019) demonstrates the detachment zones at Petermann and Pine Island

Glacier resulting in large icebergs. Iceberg A-68, which made headlines following its discharge from the

Larsen C ice shelf in 2017, emerged through the detachment zone identified in our Figure 1, as demon-

strated by Figure 1 in Larour et al. (2021). Personal observations show that the detachment rifts at

Ryder, 79 North, and the Ronne Ice Shelf routinely produce major calving events (including iceberg A-76

from the Ronne Ice Shelf, which is currently touted as the world’s largest iceberg).
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Figure 1. Detachment zones in Antarctica (top) and Greenland (bottom). No-shear symbols

are oriented in the longitudinal direction and indicate the approximate locations where sidewall,

island, or pinning point coupling is lost. Black arrows indicate flow direction, and insets indicate

the location of each shelf. In all locations, series of near-margin rifts are present where shelf ice

becomes uncoupled from lateral boundaries. The two Greenland locations on which our finite

element simulations are based (C. H. Ostenfeld, and one of the middle tongues of 79 North) are

marked with blue stars. All satellite imagery was obtained using the Google Earth Engine Digiti-

sation Tool (Lea, 2018).
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ice shelves tend to receive significant media attention, the initial formation of a rift may107

sometimes be more dynamically important than the resulting calving event itself. For108

example, in the area we identify as Petermann’s detachment zone (see Figure 1), the ini-109

tial formation of marginal rifts has been associated with speedup, while the actual dis-110

charge of icebergs is often dynamically unimportant (Rückamp et al., 2019).111

2 Theory and modeling112

2.1 An intuitive sketch of detachment zone dynamics113

To test the mechanistic relationship between detachment zones and detachment rift-114

ing, we begin by providing a non-rigorous, yet intuitive sketch of how the loss of marginal115

resistance may result in the lateral rifting seen in Figure 1. We proceed to explore and116

test this sketch in Section 2.2.117

The driving stress in confined shelf ice is resisted primarily by lateral shear stress,118

and, in unconfined shelf ice, primarily by gradients in longitudinal (along-flow) tension119

(Cuffey & Paterson, 2010). Therefore, the detachment zone couples two fundamentally120

different flow regimes, each of which is typified by a distinct velocity structure. The trans-121

verse velocity profile of a confined shelf is expected to be roughly quartic (see Equation122

1), with a fast-moving centerline and slow-moving margins (van der Veen, 2013); the ve-123

locity profile of an unconfined shelf in uniaxial extension (i.e., if we consider the simplest-124

case scenario where lateral spreading is unimportant) is comparatively uniform in the125

transverse direction, with the margins moving at a rate similar to that of the centerline126

(Weertman, 1957). To transition from a confined regime to an unconfined regime across127

a nonzero space, the margins must speed up more than the centerline over the same dis-128

tance; i.e., longitudinal strain rates must be greater at margins than at centerlines.129

In glacier flow, extensional strain rates accompany tensile deviatoric stress (Cuffey130

& Paterson, 2010). Therefore, we expect that near-margin tension should emerge through131

detachment zones. Because tension is associated with fracture and rifting (Colgan et al.,132

2016), it is a priori reasonable to suppose that the presence of a detachment zone may133

explain the presence of near-margin rifts.134

2.2 Finite element modeling with icepack135

We use the flow modeling package icepack (Shapero et al., 2021) to solve the Shal-136

low Shelf Approximation (SSA) (MacAyeal, 1989), with the intention of reproducing the137

transition in flow regime discussed above. We aim to demonstrate that a longitudinal138

decrease in lateral resistance produces near-margin tension sufficient to a) speed marginal139

ice up to centerline velocities, and b) open full-thickness rifts.140

To this end, we model two distinct types of detachment zone. The first simulation141

is intended to approximate the detachment zone at C. H. Ostenfeld Glacier (OG), prior142

to the loss of its floating extension in the early 2000s. When OG’s shelf was present, it143

emerged from between two roughly parallel sidewalls and poured into a wide embayment,144

losing wall traction as the fjord walls curved outward. The second simulation approx-145

imates the detachment zone at one of the protruding tongues still present near the mid-146

dle of the 79 North Glacier ice shelf (79N), where the shelf approaches and then flows147

out from between two pinning points (see the location marked with the blue star in Fig-148

ure 1). While both transitions fall under the definition of “detachment zone” given above,149

the dynamic changes experienced by OG and 79N are distinct. Velocity maps demon-150

strate that OG’s upstream velocity profile is indicative of confined shelf flow with side-151

wall slip; upon flow through its detachment zone, the margins speed up to approach a152

more laterally uniform velocity profile (see Figure 2). This is a straightforward descrip-153

tion of the discussion provided in Section 2.1. The tongue at 79N, in contrast, begins with154
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a laterally uniform upstream velocity profile; upon approaching its pinning points, the155

margins slow down, only to speed back up again upon detachment from those pinning156

points (see Figure 3). The transition at OG is, in this sense, simple detachment, while157

the setting at 79N is two distinct transitions, “attaching” to its pinning points before158

detaching again.159

Beyond typifying two complementary types of detachment zone, both OG and 79N160

have regular geometry relative to the large ice shelves found in Antarctica, allowing us161

to explore detachment zone dynamics in relatively simple, idealized scenarios. Moreover,162

both of the sites selected have historically extended several kilometers beyond their de-163

tachment zones (see the blue-starred images from Figure 1), making it easier to find ve-164

locity maps which cover the entire detachment zone; this is useful for model validation165

(see panel C from Figures 2 and 3).166

2.2.1 Setup and boundary conditions167

We employ icepack to solve the SSA, in which velocity and strain rates are uniform168

with depth (MacAyeal, 1989). We assume that neither OG nor 79N spread outward from169

the margins even where they are unconfined, although lateral flow is permitted within170

the domain (we justify this assumption in the final paragraph of this subsection). To roughly171

simulate both OG and 79N, we define the respective domains to be rectangular, with par-172

allel sidewalls. The domain representing OG is 7.2 km in width and 10 km in length, and173

the domain representing 79N is 3.4 km in width and 6 km in length. OG is meshed with174

200 m quadratic triangular elements. Due to its smaller size, we mesh 79N with a 100175

m triangular grid. For each simulation, boundary conditions are required at the two side-176

walls, the upstream boundary, and the downstream boundary.177

At both OG and 79N, the downstream boundary condition is taken to be the ter-178

minus, at which the ice overburden is balanced by the pressure of seawater. Although179

the true tongue of 2000-era OG extended well beyond 10 km, the tongue was unconfined180

beyond this point, and the depth-averaged stresses within an unconfined tongue are gov-181

erned by the same physics describing the depth-averaged stresses at the terminus (Weertman,182

1957). Thus, additional simulation of the floating tongue should have no impact on stresses183

within the detachment zone (Figure 6 supports this).184

The upstream boundary at OG is assumed to follow the theoretic velocity profile185

of a confined ice shelf resisted entirely by lateral shear (van der Veen, 2013). That is, there186

is no lateral velocity component, and the longitudinal velocity component, ux, is given187

as a function of the transverse coordinate y. With the centerline velocity denoted uc and188

W the half-width of the glacier, the appropriate description of ux is189

ux(y) = uc

(
1−

( y

W

)n+1
)
, (1)190

where we assume the flow exponent n to take the conventional value of three (Cuffey &191

Paterson, 2010). The upstream centerline velocity uc is informed by observations of early-192

2000s OG to be 500 m yr−1. Although velocity data at OG demonstrate significant marginal193

slip at the upstream boundary (see Figure 2), we consider Equation 1 a sufficient approx-194

imation for the purposes of qualitatively reproducing detachment zone dynamics. The195

upstream boundary at 79N, as well, is taken to have no lateral velocity component. Its196

longitudinal velocity component is set at a laterally uniform 300 m yr−1, which is rep-197

resentative of 2016 velocities at 79N.198

Boundary conditions at the sidewalls are the key parameter in describing detach-199

ment zone dynamics. Here, we employ icepack’s built-in sidewall boundary condition.200

By specifying the margins at both OG and 79N to be sidewalls, we guarantee that there201
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is no lateral flow at the margins, while relating longitudinal velocity to frictional shear202

stress, τS , via a Weertman-type sliding law of the form203

τS ∝ −Cf |u|
1
m−1u, (2)

where Cf is the coefficient of sidewall friction, m = 3, and u is the velocity vector (Shapero204

et al., 2021). In its default application of the sidewall boundary condition, icepack takes205

Cf to be a spatially uniform, user-specified input. We modify icepack’s sidewall friction206

law to allow for a spatially variable coefficient of sidewall friction. To approximate dy-207

namics at OG, we set Cf to continuously diminish as the right half-period of a cosine208

curve, over the middle 2 kilometers of the longitudinal profile (see Figure 2). Upstream209

of the 2 km detachment zone, the coefficient of sidewall friction attains a longitudinally210

uniform baseline value, and beyond the detachment zone, it is uniformly zero (see Fig-211

ure 2). We intend this 2 km dropoff in sidewall friction to reasonably approximate the212

loss of sidewall contact as the fjord walls curve away from direct contact with the shelf.213

We set the friction coefficient’s baseline value, C0, to 0.05, finding this value to produce214

reasonable model output – much higher, and the upstream stress profile becomes unphys-215

ically compressive with accumulated backpressure; much lower, and the sidewalls offer216

negligible resistance to flow, resulting in a simple, uniaxially extending shelf.217

To approximate dynamics at 79N, we use a smaller baseline coefficient of sidewall218

friction, C0 = 0.025, which we find to best reproduce the observed slowdown upon pas-219

sage between the modeled pinning points (see Figure 3). We set the sidewall friction to220

rise to C0 from zero, and then descend back to zero, across the middle 2 km of the pro-221

file as one full period of a cosine curve (see Figure 3). This 2 km period is chosen to match222

the 2 km transition zone implemented at OG. By our stated definition, only the final 1223

km of the region with variable sidewall friction at 79N is a detachment zone, while the224

full 2 km transition zone at OG is a detachment zone.225

Other combinations of boundary conditions may also plausibly simulate detach-226

ment zone dynamics. For example, at both OG and 79N, downstream of detachment,227

both shelves must be spreading laterally, since their sides are unconfined. It is possible228

to impose a floating ice cliff boundary condition at the lateral margins downstream of229

detachment to account for this lateral spread (similar to the floating ice cliff boundary230

condition used at the terminus). However, it is unclear to us how to impose a gradual231

transition from a confined flow regime to a biaxial spreading regime. We might prescribe232

an instantaneous transition from no-slip sidewalls to a laterally spreading margin at a233

“detachment point.” However, we reason that, from a physical perspective, any transi-234

tion between distinct flow regimes probably takes place over some nonzero distance. There-235

fore, we opt to treat detachment zones as the transition (over nonzero distance) from high-236

friction sidewalls to slippery sidewalls, even though treating the unconfined margins as237

slippery sidewalls precludes any lateral spread at these boundaries. Nonetheless, we find238

that the broad dynamic trends through our modeled detachment zones are robust to the239

choice of boundary condition transition, even when the transition is abrupt, as in the240

“detachment point” scenario described above. In the Supporting Figure S1, we demon-241

strate the qualitative similarity of results from different boundary condition setups.242

2.2.2 Model spin-up243

Given the setup described above, we advance each model forward in time to relax244

the idealized geometrical restrictions, described next. We solve the SSA iteratively, be-245

ginning with uniform-thickness shelves. We choose an initial surface elevation of 60 m246

for OG (informed by the historical DEM of Korsgaard et al. (2016)), and 10 m for 79N247

(as estimated via ArcticDEM). Velocity boundary conditions are those described in the248

previous section. Given velocity solutions from this first time step, a nonuniform thick-249

ness distribution is calculated, and the SSA is solved again. For simplicity, we assume250
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Figure 2. Surface elevation and velocity observations at OG (above), compared with model

output (below). (a): 1978 surface elevation map (Korsgaard et al., 2016), with lateral profiles

AB, CD, and EF bounding an approximately rectangular section of the shelf; (b): 2000-2001

mean annual along-flow speed (Mouginot et al., 2019); (c): Speed profiles along AB, CD, and EF.

Over the space in which detachment rifts visibly form, the margins of OG speed up relative to

the centerline. (d): The coefficient of sidewall friction, Cf , decreases longitudinally from baseline

C0 to 0 through the 2 km. (e): The steady-state surface elevation profile at OG produced by

icepack. (f): The steady state velocity profile at OG. (g): velocity profiles along representative

transverse profiles.
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Figure 3. Surface elevation and velocity observations at 79N (above), compared with model

output (below). (a): 2016 ArcticDEM surface elevation map, with lateral profiles AB, CD, and

EF; (b): 2016 average along-flow speed (Mouginot et al., 2019); (c): speed profiles along AB,

CD, and EF. Over the space in which detachment rifts visibly form, the margins of 79N speed

up relative to the centerline. (d): The coefficient of sidewall friction, Cf , ramps up from 0 to

the baseline value of C0, and then back down to 0 over 2 km. The latter 1 km is the detachment

zone. (e): The steady-state surface elevation profile at 79N produced by icepack. (f): The steady

state velocity profile at 79N. (g): velocity profiles along representative transverse profiles.
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a specific mass balance of 0 m yr−1 surface elevation change, so that all surface eleva-251

tion change is dynamic. We iterate the solution step until the difference in mean thick-252

ness, from one iteration to the next, is less than 0.1% (we find that 100 years of simu-253

lated time is more than sufficient to produce this).254

2.2.3 Rift locations and orientations255

A major goal of this study is to demonstrate that the setup described above can256

produce full-thickness rifts like those shown in Figure 1. Therefore, our next step is to257

apply a fracture criterion to the output produced by icepack.258

Once model experiments achieve steady-state, a post-processing step calculates strain259

rates, and, subsequently, deviatoric stresses by application of the standard constitutive260

relation (Cuffey & Paterson, 2010), with flow exponent n = 3 and icepack’s rate fac-261

tor for zero-degree, isothermal ice (Shapero et al., 2021). We assume that rifts form where262

surface crevasses penetrate through the full thickness of a shelf. The Nye zero stress cri-263

terion states that crevasses propagate to the depth at which the full longitudinal stress264

is zero (Nye, 1955). We adopt the natural 3-D generalization of this rule, suggested by265

Todd et al. (2018), wherein crevasses penetrate to the vertical coordinate at which the266

maximum tensile deviatoric stress (numerically calculated as the first eigenvalue of the267

deviatoric stress tensor) exactly balances the weight of the overlying ice column (i.e., the268

overburden pressure). Stated another way, this occurs when the net maximum tension269

is zero (Todd et al., 2018). Moreover, we assume that, where a crevasse reaches from the270

surface to the waterline, the process of hydrofracture ensures that the crevasse penetrates271

the rest of the way to the glacier base (O’Leary & Christoffersen, 2013). Therefore, we272

posit rifts to exist where the 3-D zero stress criterion yields a crevasse depth reaching273

sea level or deeper. In other words, rifts emerge where a) tension is sufficiently high, and274

b) the shelf is sufficiently thin, to drive a crevasse through the top 10% of a shelf’s full275

thickness. In this 3-D implementation, crevasses open perpendicular to the direction of276

the maximum tensile stress (Colgan et al., 2016).277

The Nye zero-stress criterion cannot account for the advection of crevasses away278

from the stress fields having initially opened them (Enderlin & Bartholomaus, 2020), and279

so this criterion is best used in locations where crevasses form locally, rather than be-280

ing advected to their present location from afar. Our observations indicate that this is281

the case within detachment zones (see movies S1 through S4 in the Supporting Infor-282

mation). Moreover, the Nye criterion assumes densely-spaced crevasses, precluding stress283

concentration in crevasse tips (van der Veen, 2013). Because the crevasses which emerge284

through detachment zones are often spaced several local ice thicknesses apart, the Nye285

approach results in a conservative crevasse-depth estimate relative to a Linear Elastic286

Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) approach.287

By invoking the process of hydrofracture, we additionally assume that there is a288

free connection between a crevasse and the ocean (Benn et al., 2007). We justify this as-289

sumption by noting that rifting through detachment zones occurs near the glacier mar-290

gins where the ice is losing contact with any barriers which could otherwise prevent sea-291

water from rushing in.292

The approach to rift modeling outlined in this section is purely diagnostic; we do293

not attempt to include any dynamic effects of the modeled rifts. This could be accom-294

plished, for example, by effectively softening the ice in response to fracture density (Vieli295

et al., 2006).296
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3 Model results297

3.1 C. H. Ostenfeld298

By choice of upstream boundary condition, the upstream boundary of OG has a299

transverse ux velocity profile determined by Equation 1, with upstream centerline ve-300

locity 500 m yr−1. In our modeled steady state profile of OG, stresses in the shelf be-301

come more tensile in the direction of flow, as compressive backpressure decreases toward302

the terminus (van der Veen, 2013). Centerline velocity steadily increases in the down-303

stream direction, reaching a maximum of about 900 m yr−1 at the terminal boundary.304

The glacier margins, which are in firm sidewall contact at the upstream boundaries, be-305

gin to slip through the detachment zone, ultimately reaching velocities comparable to306

that of the centerline at the terminal boundary. Unlike the spatially gradual centerline307

speedup, the bulk of the marginal speedup occurs within the 2 km detachment zone. The308

magnitudes of the modeled velocities, and the trends followed by the modeled velocities,309

approximate the magnitudes and trends shown by velocity data at OG (see Figure 2),310

wherein the margins speed up disproportionately to match the centerline velocity.311

The steady state elevation profile at OG exhibits a steady surface slope of about312

−0.004 along the centerline. Upstream of the detachment zone, the surface slope near313

the margin is comparable to that of the centerline. Through the detachment zone, how-314

ever, near-margin longitudinal thinning is more pronounced, resulting in a near-margin315

surface slope of about −0.01 through the zone of sidewall detachment. This steep gra-316

dient levels off downstream of the detachment zone; by this point, marginal ice has thinned317

more than adjacent centerline ice.318

The maximal value of the principal tensile stress is on the order of 200 kPa (see319

Figure 4, in which we depict modeled principal tension alongside the associated crevasse320

orientations and depths). This maximum occurs at the margins through the detachment321

zone, coinciding with the sharp speedup produced in these locations. Between the peak322

in tension and the pronounced thinning of the near-margin ice, the near-margin crevasses323

in the detachment zone reach the waterline. As a result of hydrofracture, the deepest324

crevasses penetrate the full thickness, emerging as marginal rifts through the detachment325

zone. These rifts are oriented toward the centerline and upstream, attaining strike an-326

gles from nearly-flow-perpendicular to about 45 degrees (see Figures 2 and 4).327

3.2 79 North tongue328

In this second experiment, we have chosen 79N’s upstream boundary condition to329

be a laterally uniform 300 m yr−1. In the along-flow direction, centerline velocity remains330

nearly uniform from the upstream boundary to the terminus, as the shelf is too thin to331

produce much extension. As the modeled pinning points are approached, near-margin332

velocity nearly halves, reaching 160 m yr−1 at the longitudinal midpoint of the domain,333

where the friction coefficient attains its maximum. Downstream, through the 1 km de-334

tachment zone, the margins speed up again, ultimately matching the centerline veloc-335

ity by the end of the domain. The bulk of the near-margin slowdown, and subsequent336

speedup, occurs within the 2 km zone of variable sidewall friction.337

The steady state surface elevation profile at 79N remains nearly level, with a small338

surface elevation gradient on the order of −0.001 at the centerline. Near the margins,339

however, small mounds of local thickening emerge where sidewall friction increases. Down-340

stream of these local thick spots, as sidewall friction tapers back off, the shelf abruptly341

thins in the longitudinal direction, with the thinnest ice found near the margins through342

and beyond the detachment zone.343

The maximal value of the first principal deviatoric stress is on the order of 150 kPa,344

and this maximal value is attained at either margin through the zone of marginal de-345
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coupling (see Figure 4). Full-thickness rifts, once more, are produced at the margins through346

the detachment zone, where tension is at its highest and thickness is at its lowest. The347

rifts are oriented inward and upstream to varying degrees: those emerging near the end348

of the detachment zone are nearly flow-perpendicular, while those emerging near the be-349

ginning of detachment intersect the margin at about 45 degrees.350

4 Discussion351

4.1 The fundamental detachment mechanism352

We have outlined two key observations of detachment zones. First, as floating shelf353

ice flows beyond rigid, lateral features, the flow profile transitions from confined shelf flow354

(obeying Equation 1) to unconfined shelf flow (comparatively uniform in the transverse355

direction). Second, series of inward-cutting, lateral rifts emerge from the margins of de-356

tachment zones. In the context of glacier flow, both speedup and rifting are typically as-357

sociated with tension within a shelf, and our finite element simulations produce tension358

sufficient to qualitatively explain both observations. Since spatially variable sidewall cou-359

pling is the only atypical detail of our setup, we have shown there to be a mechanistic360

link between sidewall detachment and tension in ice shelves. We conclude that the loss361

of sidewall friction over a shelf’s domain results in a transition in flow profile, from con-362

fined to unconfined shelf flow, and that the tension and thinning arising through this tran-363

sition zone is sufficient to open full-thickness rifts near the margins.364

We posit the following fundamental detachment mechanism. Where near-margin365

ice is firmly connected to a rigid boundary, the coupling between centerline ice and marginal366

ice produces lateral shear stress. However, as that firm sidewall connection begins to weaken,367

fast-moving centerline ice pulls the slow marginal ice along, simultaneously increasing368

longitudinal tension while decreasing the centerline-margin velocity differential that pro-369

duces lateral shear. Our finite element modeling demonstrates that this mechanism pro-370

duces tension sufficient to speed marginal ice up to centerline velocities over the space371

of a few kilometers, while opening full-thickness rifts.372

4.1.1 Contrasts between detachment zone types373

In this study, we have modeled two distinct styles of marginal decoupling using a374

single, unifying approach. At locations like OG, the shelf simply loses contact with its375

confining sidewalls as it flows – for brevity, we refer to this situation as “simple detach-376

ment.” In contrast, shelves like 79N first approach, and then flow outward from between,377

pinning points. Although the velocity and rifting profile of a shelf upon detachment from378

a pinning point (e.g., panel f of Figure 3) is similar to that of a shelf undergoing sim-379

ple detachment (e.g., panel f of Figure 2), it is worthwhile to identify some contrasts be-380

tween these two situations.381

A key difference between simple detachment and pinning point detachment lies in382

the positioning of the relevant obstacles or boundaries. Pinning points are often not true383

islands, but local bedrock highs, or ice rises, where the shelf becomes locally grounded.384

For example, panel a of Figure 3 shows that, at the pinning points, the observed shelf385

elevation at 79N increases by up to 40 meters, indicating that the shelf is being pushed386

up and over local bedrock highs. Therefore, unlike in simple detachment from fjord walls,387

the resistance between a shelf and a pinning point may be more appropriately charac-388

terized by basal resistance, rather than lateral resistance. Below, we support the valid-389

ity of treating this basal resistance as lateral resistance.390

Velocity measurements show that ice rises slow the immediately overlying ice, pro-391

ducing a transverse velocity profile similar to that arising from lateral drag (see profile392

CD in panel c of Figure 3). In this situation, basal resistance from the ice rises is the cause393
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of the emergent lateral drag. Since the assumptions underlying the SSA likely break down394

where there is significant basal drag, we do not attempt to model flow directly atop the395

ice rises. Instead, we restrict our modeled domain to ice that is fully floating between396

the ice rises, and we model the lateral drag alone as sidewall friction. As such, modeled397

increases in surface elevation near pinning points (see panel e of Figure 3) are due to dy-398

namic thickening of the shelf and are much smaller than the 40-meter increase as the ob-399

served shelf is driven up and over the bedrock highs. However, we find that qualitatively400

similar results to those in Figure 3 are produced when we model ice rises in terms of basal401

resistance using the Shallow Stream Approximation (MacAyeal, 1989), in which basal402

resistance is assumed to be accommodated primarily by membrane stresses (see Support-403

ing Figure S2).404

4.2 Detachment rift morphology405

The rifts which emerge near the margins of observed detachment zones tend to cut406

inward and slightly upstream, with typical strike angles ranging from about 45 degrees407

to flow-perpendicular (see Figure 1). Although many detachment rifts propagate no more408

than several hundred meters from the glacier margin, those that propagate further of-409

ten curve more sharply upstream with distance from the sidewall (see 79 North from Fig-410

ure 1, for example). Rifts which propagate even further toward the centerline may arc411

back, tending toward a flow-perpendicular orientation, once more, as they approach the412

middle of the shelf (see Supplementary Movies S1 through S4).413

The locations and orientations of our modeled rifts are in reasonable agreement with414

these observations, although the rifted area is somewhat larger in the observations than415

the models. This underestimate in the model results is expected from our use of the con-416

servative Nye crevasse depth criterion, which, as discussed previously, assumes a dense417

crevasse field and does not account for rift growth. We note that, once formed, rifts through418

detachment zones are likely to be unstable and propagate further (Lipovsky, 2020). Our419

modeled rifts cut inward and upstream, with strike angles ranging from about 45 degrees420

to nearly flow-perpendicular. In particular, rifts which form near the onset of detach-421

ment are closer to 45 degrees, while those which form toward the downstream end of de-422

tachment are closer to flow-perpendicular (see Figure 4). This is in good agreement with423

the observation that, where sidewall friction is strong, crevasses emerge at a 45 degree424

angle to the wall (Colgan et al., 2016), whereas in uniaxial extension regimes, crevasses425

should be flow-perpendicular.426

Although we model only steady-state stress fields, it is common to assume that rifts427

tend to propagate along contours normal to the principal tension (Hulbe et al., 2010; De428

Rydt et al., 2018, 2019). Since the crevasses shown in Figure 4 are normal to the prin-429

cipal tension, a propagating detachment rift would likely tend to follow the depicted field430

of crevasse orientations. By this estimation, we find that the rifts emerging from the down-431

stream extent of a detachment zone will begin fairly flow-perpendicular, cut more sharply432

upstream, and then cut less steeply across the glacier to cross the centerline at a flow-433

perpendicular angle. Rifts which form further upstream within the detachment zone start434

near 45 degrees, and become increasingly flow-perpendicular as they approach the cen-435

terline. In the case of pinning points (panel A of Figure 4), additional deep crevasses or436

even rifts may emerge through the zone where sidewall friction is increasing (as opposed437

to decreasing, as in a detachment zone). These crevasses can approach a flow-parallel438

orientation; we discuss these rifts below.439

4.2.1 Rift formation upstream of detachment zones440

The theoretical mechanism by which upstream-cutting rifts can form upon approach441

of a pinning point is the longitudinal compression emerging from the longitudinal increase442

of lateral shear. As shown in Figure 3, as a pinning point is approached, the margins of443
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Figure 4. Steady state first principal stress magnitudes and rift orientations at both 79N

(left) and OG (right). In both cases, the first principal stress attains its maximum near the mar-

gins, where sidewall coupling drops off. The solid, black, transverse lines indicate the regions over

which variable sidewall friction is imposed. Crevasse locations and orientations are indicated by

line segments, with shading indicating the depths to which the crevasses penetrate. Black line

segments are crevasses which reach the waterline (and, hence, qualify as full-thickness rifts), and

white line segments indicate crevasses of nearly zero depth. Dashed lines are a rough representa-

tion of the trajectory a rift might take, were it to propagate across the width of the shelf. White

space indicates regions over which flow is compressive. Black arrow indicates flow direction.
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Figure 5. Recent changes to the rift profile of the Brunt Ice Shelf (75.45 S, 26.34 W) and one

of the tongues of 79 North Glacier (79.47 N, 19.71 W). Panels (a) and (b) show, respectively, the

rifts previously emerging as the Brunt Ice Shelf and 79 North pass pinning points: nearly flow-

perpendicular rifts emerge as pinning point contact drops off. Panels (c) and (d) demonstrate the

current rift profiles at Brunt and 79 North: at both sites, a new generation of nearly flow-parallel

rifts have opened upstream of the pinning points. Squares are 1 km2 scale markers.
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a shelf slow down, exhibiting longitudinal compression. Because ice is incompressible,444

that longitudinal compression must be balanced by a combination of vertical and lat-445

eral tension. In this case, as Figure 4 demonstrates, the lateral tension dominates, so that446

the orientation of maximum tension, upstream of the pinning point, approximates the447

flow-perpendicular direction – this orientation gives rise to nearly flow-parallel crevasses.448

If the ice is sufficiently thin, the mechanism described above predicts the formation of449

full-thickness rifts, upstream of a pinning point, which are oriented approximately along-450

flow. This is a distinct mechanism from the detachment mechanism discussed previously,451

as it does not occur within detachment zones, but, instead, in locations where lateral re-452

sistance is longitudinally increasing. However, like the detachment mechanism, rifting453

is, in this case, related to zones of spatially variable side friction.454

Observations of the Brunt Ice Shelf and 79 North Glacier corroborate the existence455

of a distinct mechanism inducing longitudinally-oriented rifts upstream of pinning points.456

Until recently, both the Brunt Ice Shelf and the 79 North Glacier ice shelf exhibited typ-457

ical detachment rifting as they flowed beyond pinning points, with nearly-flow-perpendicular458

rifts cutting laterally upon detachment (see the top two panels of Figure 5). However,459

in the past decade the morphology of rifts at both sites has changed. Rifts currently form460

on the upstream side of the pinning points, cutting in the upstream direction (see the461

bottom panels), as described above.462

These upstream-cutting rifts may poise a shelf to undergo dynamic changes. This463

is because, unlike true detachment rifts (which form as sidewall or pinning point con-464

tact is already being lost), these rifts form further upstream, where that lateral contact465

still supplies significant resistance. By damaging the ice upstream in this manner, this466

mechanism has the potential to reduce contact between shelf ice and pinning points, re-467

ducing buttressing, and thereby priming a shelf for speedup, dynamic thinning, and re-468

treat. By this proposed paradigm, both the Brunt Ice Shelf and 79 North could be more469

vulnerable to dynamic speedup now then they were in the top panels of Figure 5.470

4.3 The influence of detachment zone location on shelf dynamics471

The analysis of Hindmarsh (2012) explored a transition zone closely related to de-472

tachment zones. In the language of Hindmarsh, the change in boundary conditions at473

a confined ice shelf’s terminus (i.e., the transition from shearing sidewalls to a free ice474

cliff) gives rise to a boundary layer, in which flow spatially adjusts to a regime consis-475

tent with the terminal boundary. Hindmarsh (2012) investigated the boundary layer of476

a completely confined ice shelf terminating in a floating cliff (we illustrate this case in477

the first column of Figure 6). The finite element simulations we describe in Section 2.2478

can be regarded as a generalization of the work of Hindmarsh: we consider the same shift479

from confined shelf flow to a terminal cliff, but we allow the shelf to gradually decou-480

ple from the sidewalls along the interior of the domain leading up to the cliff, while Hind-481

marsh does not. In this sense, Hindmarsh’s modeled “detachment zone” occurs abruptly482

at the terminus, while we have prescribed ours to be upstream and of nonzero length.483

Hindmarsh found that, as the flow regime shifted upon approach of the terminal484

boundary, there was an increase in tension near the two downstream corners of the do-485

main. This finding is similar in character to our finding that high tension emerges through486

detachment zones. However, for Hindmarsh, the principal direction of the tension was487

found to be flow-perpendicular, which would give rise to flow-parallel crevasses. This is488

in contrast with our modeled crevasse orientations, which attain strike angles closer to489

flow-perpendicular (except upon the approach of pinning points, as discussed above). Be-490

cause Hindmarsh’s setup differs from ours only in the location over which sidewall re-491

sistance is lost, the contrast identified above raises the possibility that stresses within492

the boundary layer – and, therefore, the associated crevasse orientations and depths –493

may vary with the distance between a detachment zone and the terminus.494
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Figure 6. Five steady state surface elevation (a – e), speed (f – j), and first principal stress

(k – o) descriptions. In the first column (a, f, k), the shelf does not detach from its sidewalls. In

each subsequent column, a detachment zone is introduced at different distances upstream from

the terminus, in increments of 2 km. Passive shelf ice (abbreviated to PSI in the figure), buttress-

ing shelf ice (BSI), and detachment zones are marked. Where tension attains levels sufficient to

open full-thickness rifts, the first principal stress orientation is shown by a black arrow, and the

resulting rift is shown by a blue line.
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To test the dependence of detachment zone behaviour on detachment zone loca-495

tion, we model five shelves of 10 km length, 8 km width, uniform 80 m surface elevation,496

and 800 m/yr centerline velocity at the upstream boundary (this configuration is cho-497

sen to approximate the 1990s floating ice tongue of Jakobshavn Isbrae, for reference with498

the next discussion point). The first shelf is firmly coupled to its sidewalls across its en-499

tire domain, which is the case considered in Hindmarsh (2012); the second detaches from500

its sidewalls between the 8 and 10 km mark; the third detaches between 6 and 8 km; the501

fourth, between 4 and 6 km; and the fifth, between 2 and 4 km (see Figure 6). Each de-502

tachment zone is prescribed as a decrease in sidewall friction in the gradual manner de-503

scribed in Section 2.2. That is, the only difference in setup between the five cases is the504

position of the detachment zone. The upstream velocity boundary condition is prescribed,505

in each case, to satisfy Equation 1 with a centerline velocity of 800 m/yr. We model each506

of the five shelves toward their steady state profiles, and we examine the steady state507

thickness, velocity, and principal tension (see Figure 6).508

In the setup mimicking that of Hindmarsh (i.e., the first column of Figure 6), ten-509

sion does peak near the downstream corners of the domain, as observed by Hindmarsh,510

but those stresses are insufficient to open full-thickness rifts under the depicted steady-511

state geometry. We find that rifts emerge only in those shelves with detachment zones512

contained fully within the interior of the domain (i.e., the three shelves with passive mar-513

gins identified downstream of detachment). This suggests that detachment rifts are emer-514

gent features which occur only when a detachment zone is sufficiently removed from the515

terminus.516

Moreover, it can be seen from Figure 6 that, the further back from the terminus517

a detachment zone is found, the thinner the steady-state geometry becomes, and the faster518

the shelf flows. This is consistent with the observation that, the further upstream a de-519

tachment zone is, the less buttressing the upstream shelf can provide. Essentially, as a520

detachment zone migrates upstream, buttressing shelf ice is replaced with passive shelf521

ice, which no longer provides resistance to flow. Although we have modeled only steady522

states, it is reasonable to suppose that the gradual formation and/or upstream retreat523

of a detachment zone may result in speedup, thinning, and fracture consistent with a pro-524

gression from the leftmost panels to the rightmost panels of Figure 6. That is, a fully-525

coupled shelf/sidewall system, such as that depicted in panels a), f), and k), may rea-526

sonably evolve into the fast-flowing, rifted system shown in panels e), j), and o) upon527

the introduction of a detachment zone well upstream. We suggest that the upstream mi-528

gration of detachment zones may indicate vulnerability of a shelf to increased fracture529

and calving.530

As a corollary of this point, we caution against a potential misreading of Fürst et531

al. (2016). Fürst et al. (2016) describe the passive margin as a safety band, in the sense532

that ice shelf speedup resulting from damage to buttressing shelf ice only occurs “once533

calving exceeds the [passive] area.” It would be possible to misinterpret this as suggest-534

ing that buttressing shelf ice is safe from damage until the passive area has been lost to535

successive calving events. However, such a reading would lead to an erroneous assess-536

ment of ice shelf stability. As we have simulated, damage most likely initiates in detach-537

ment zones upstream of an intact passive margin, regardless of how large that margin538

is (see especially the final column of Figure 6). Thus, we emphasize that the safety band539

of Fürst et al. (2016) should not be understood to inherently impart protection.540

4.4 How do new detachment zones form?541

The previous section illustrated how shelves with detachment zones in varying lo-542

cations may dynamically differ from one another. Here, we consider how a detachment543

zone might form in the first place.544
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One of the most striking examples of detachment zone formation occurred at the545

northern sidewall of Jakobshavn Isbrae preceding the breakup of its shelf in the early546

2000s. Jakobshavn is a Greenland outlet glacier of global importance; at the turn of the547

millennium, Jakobshavn alone accounted for about 4% of the rate of global sea-level rise548

(Joughin et al., 2004). From the late 90s to the early 2000s, Jakobshavn underwent a549

period of rapid thinning and speedup initiated by an influx of warm water beneath the550

shelf (Holland et al., 2008; Motyka et al., 2011).551

Prior to 2000, Jakobshavn had firm sidewall contact, producing a typical confined552

shelf velocity profile with minimal longitudinal extension (see Panels D and E of Figure553

7). By 2002, the northernmost shelf margin had visibly detached from the adjacent side-554

wall, and a series of rifts originate from this zone. Damage can effectively soften ice (Vieli555

et al., 2006; Albrecht & Levermann, 2012), and it has been suggested by Joughin et al.556

(2004) that the new marginal rifts at the edges of the shelf may have weakened the glacier557

margins. Marginal weakening (i.e., a decrease in lateral resistance between the glacier558

and its sidewalls) could have contributed to the speedup and retreat of the ice tongue559

via the reduction of backpressure (van der Veen et al., 2011).560

We posit a different chain of events than in Joughin et al. (2004) and van der Veen561

et al. (2011). We suggest that, rather than rifts weakening the margins and leading to562

the shelf’s collapse, the causation is in the other direction. By the analysis presented in563

this manuscript, the formation of the detachment zone at Jakobshavn (see panel B of564

Figure 7) indicates that the downstream extent of the northern margin must have weak-565

ened between 2000 and 2002. As shown in Figure 6, the introduction of a modeled de-566

tachment zone to a Jakobshavn-sized shelf can explain speedup, thinning, and rifting,567

of a similar scale to that observed prior to the total loss of the Jakobshavn ice tongue568

(Holland et al. (2008) report near-terminus thinning in the order of 300 meters preced-569

ing breakup – which corresponds to surface elevation lowering of about 30 meters – and570

velocity increases up to more than 12 km per year). That is, rather than rifts (formed571

for unspecified and unknown reasons) effectively weakening the margins, we suggest that572

marginal weakening reduced sidewall coupling and resulted in the formation of a detach-573

ment zone. Rifting then occurs via the detachment mechanism. The question, which we574

address in the next paragraph, then shifts from “What caused the rifting?” to “What575

caused the marginal weakening?” In this setting, we argue that it is, therefore, the new576

development of the detachment zone in the early 2000s, which preconditioned the shelf577

for collapse.578

Between 1997 and 2003, the Jakobshavn ice tongue thinned in response to ocean579

forcing (Holland et al., 2008; Motyka et al., 2011). The strength of sidewall coupling varies580

in proportion with the area of ice-sidewall contact (Jordan et al., 2018), and so the thin-581

ning of a shelf should weaken the lateral margins. This initial marginal weakening, in582

turn, reduces backpressure, resulting in centerline speedup and increased lateral shear,583

exacerbating the thinning and weakening of the shear margins. A sufficiently weakened584

margin could result in the total decoupling of marginal ice from a lateral boundary, cre-585

ating a detachment zone.586

Further exacerbating this process is the possibility that ocean-induced thinning can587

preferentially erode the shear margins of ice shelves. The preferential erosion of shear588

margins can occur via several mechanisms (Jordan et al., 2018; Alley et al., 2019; Feld-589

mann et al., 2022). When significant basal melt occurs in the grounding zones of ice streams590

like Jakobshavn, the fastest-flowing centerline ice is advected away from the region of591

heightened melt much more quickly than the much slower-moving shear margins. Thus,592

marginal ice is thinned more than centerline ice in response to the same forcing (Feldmann593

et al., 2022). This is compounded by dynamic thinning, as the fast centerline ice pulls594

and thins the relatively stagnant margins (Alley et al., 2019). Additionally, the corio-595

lis force can direct currents to one side of a fjord system, resulting in enhanced melt be-596

neath one shear margin (Goldberg et al., 2012; Jordan et al., 2018). Once a basal trough597
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Figure 7. Jakobshavn Isbrae leading up to the loss of its ice shelf. Transverse profiles AB,

CD, and EF are constant across all panels. (a): Satellite imagery of the Jakobshavn ice shelf in

2000, prior to its detachment zone development. (b): By 2002, the shelf had visibly detached

from its northern sidewall, and detachment rifts had emerged. (c): A historical 1985 DEM of

Jakobshavn (Korsgaard et al., 2016) demonstrates fairly level shelf geometry in the 80s. (d): Av-

erage along-flow speed (1999 – 2000) at Jakobshavn’s ice tongue, prior to the introduction of its

detachment zone, indicates little longitudinal extension. (e): 1999 – 2000 mean speed, evaluated

along the indicated transverse profiles, indicates that the shelf at Jakobshavn was controlled by

lateral shear up to the terminus, supporting the observation that Jakobshavn did not have a de-

tachment zone in 2000.
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has initially formed beneath a shear margin, that trough provides a natural channel for598

focusing buoyant, fresh, subglacial meltwater, which can increase melt by turbulent mix-599

ing (Carroll et al., 2016). All of these mechanisms may act in concert to create and sus-600

tain deep depressions at the shear margins, in some cases decoupling shelf ice from lat-601

eral boundaries (Goldberg et al., 2012; Feldmann et al., 2022), thereby creating detach-602

ment zones.603

Looking beyond Jakobshavn, there does seem to be a correlation between shear mar-604

gin troughs and detachment zone development. For example, basal mapping indicates605

that the detachment zone at Petermann (see Figure 1) is collocated with a deep shear606

margin trough where submarine melt is known to be high (Cai et al., 2017); the detach-607

ment zone we identify at Pine Island Glacier (also shown in Figure 1) is collocated with608

a persistent polynya, indicating that warm water is being channelized here (see Alley et609

al. (2019) for both observations). We suggest that preferential shear margin thinning may610

be a key driver of detachment zone formation, and that ocean forcing may, therefore, play611

an important role.612

4.5 A sideways glance at grounding zones613

Thus far, this manuscript has focused on the floating shelves of glaciers, where the614

driving stress is balanced by lateral shear stress and gradients in longitudinal tension.615

Further upstream, however, where the glacier becomes grounded, flow is often balanced616

largely by basal resistance (Schoof, 2007). The grounding zone, as the spatial transition617

from a grounded glacier to a floating ice shelf, couples two fundamentally different flow618

regimes across a space of a few kilometers (Tsai et al., 2015; Dawson & Bamber, 2020),619

in much the same way that a detachment zone couples confined shelf flow to unconfined620

shelf flow. The regime shift observed through detachment zones may, in this way, serve621

as an instructive analogy for the regime shift observed through grounding zones Hindmarsh622

(2012) essentially makes this very observation, with reference to the boundary layer con-623

necting confined flow to the free ice cliff at the terminus.624

The grounding zone is often visually identifiable from elevation or velocity data:625

as ice flows through the grounding zone, ice speeds up and thins, resulting in a conspic-626

uous inflection in surface elevation, as well as high velocity gradients accompanied by627

basal fracturing (James et al., 2014; Murray et al., 2015; Wagner et al., 2016). Glaciers628

which terminate within the grounding zone (nearly-grounded glaciers) exhibit a unique629

style of iceberg calving, wherein the characteristic upward flexure results in full-thickness630

fracture of near-terminus ice, releasing outward-rotating icebergs (Amundson et al., 2008;631

Veitch & Nettles, 2012). We find it compelling that this style of basal fracture and ice-632

berg release (following a loss of basal drag) resembles a vertical version of detachment633

zone fracture and rift-enabled calving (following a loss of lateral drag; see Figure 11 from634

Murray et al. (2015), and our Figure 8).635

Given the uncertainty in long-term sea-level rise projections stemming from the pos-636

sibility of unstable grounding zone feedbacks, accurately modeling the behaviour of glacier637

ice through the grounding zone is of primary concern in the glaciology community (Bamber638

et al., 2019; Robel et al., 2019; Schoof, 2007; Tsai et al., 2015). With the striking visual639

and theoretical similarities between detachment zone dynamics and grounding zone dy-640

namics identified above, we suggest, as described in the next paragraph, that something641

similar to the detachment mechanism may help explain some of the emergent features642

through grounding zones.643

Analogous to the intuitive argument presented earlier in this manuscript, a ground-644

ing zone represents a shift from significant basal resistance to a velocity regime domi-645

nated by membrane stresses. To transition from one flow regime to the other, the base646

of the glacier must speed up relative to the surface. That is, the base of the glacier must647

experience a higher longitudinal strain rate than the surface. Therefore, we expect that648
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Figure 8. Left: Sketch of a typical detachment zone. Right: Sketch of a typical grounding

zone, similar to that depicted in Figure 11 of Murray et al. (2015).

high longitudinal tension should emerge near the base of a glacier through its ground-649

ing zone – perhaps tension sufficient to open basal crevasses. Once a crevasse is initiated,650

buoyant forces could aid in rotating a nascent iceberg outward, encouraging further rift651

growth, and, ultimately, slab capsize calving.652

5 Concluding remarks653

The rifts that emerge through detachment zones are a primary mechanism by which654

ice shelves calve. We have demonstrated that a longitudinal decrease in sidewall friction655

can produce tension sufficient to explain these rifts. The tension is the result of the spa-656

tial transition from a confined flow regime to an unconfined regime. We suggest the steadi-657

ness of detachment zone location be considered a key metric for assessing the imminence658

of dynamic changes to ice shelf flow. For example, the formation of a new detachment659

zone, or the upstream migration of an existing detachment zone, can both reduce but-660

tressing and induce rifts in new locations of a shelf (Figure 6). Additionally, a shift in661

rift orientation upstream of detachment zones may indicate enhanced vulnerability of662

a shelf to reduced buttressing (see Section 4.2.1). To predict these sorts of changes to663

detachment zones, it will be necessary to model them in more detail than we have in this664

exploratory study.665

A more complete approach to modeling detachment zones will likely require cou-666

pling ice shelf dynamics with atmospheric and oceanographic forcing, alongside a bet-667

ter understanding of the means by which a sidewall imparts drag. The position of a de-668

tachment zone may, for example, depend on ocean-induced melt beneath shear margins669

reducing the area of ice-sidewall contact. While we have prescribed a spatially variable670

friction coefficient to simulate detachment zones, a natural starting point for further anal-671

ysis would be to explicitly couple shear zone thickness with sidewall resistance.672
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Introduction Text S1 describes three finite element simulations wherein “simple” de-

tachment zones are modeled by imposing three different boundary condition transitions.

These are a) continuously diminishing marginal friction, as discussed in the main text,

b) an abrupt transition from no-slip sidewalls to laterally unconfined margins, and c) an

abrupt transition from no-slip sidewalls to free-slip sidewalls. Text S2 describes a finite

element simulation wherein ice rise detachment is treated as a basal process, rather than

the lateral process discussed in the main text. Figure S1 illustrates the comparison dis-
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cussed in Text S1. Figure S2 illustrates the setup described in Text S2. Movie S1 shows

the evolution of detachment zones at 79 North from 1984 to 2019. Movie S2 shows the

propagation of detachment rifts at C. H. Ostenfeld, from 1985, and captures the collapse

of the ice tongue in the early 2000s and the subsequent shift in rifting and calving be-

haviour. Movie S3 captures the formation of detachment rifts at one of the small ice

tongues off Zachariae’s ice shelf from 1984 to 2003. Movie S4 documents the propagation

of detachment rifts, and subsequent calving events, experienced by Ryder Glacier between

1999 and 2019.

Text S1.

In the main text, we model simple detachment zones (as in Figure 3) by imposing a

spatially variable sidewall friction coefficient at the sidewalls. Here, we show two other

types of transition in marginal boundary conditions.

Setup for the experiments described below is the same as that described in Section 2.2.1

for C. H. Ostenfeld, except for the marginal boundary conditions.

To provide a baseline for the two additional experiments, we first reproduce the exper-

iment which produced Figure 3, but with baseline coefficient of friction C0 = 0.1 rather

than C0 = 0.05. This also demonstrates that results are not particularly sensitive to small

variations in C0.

For the first additional experiment, we allow the shelf to become laterally unconfined

after sidewall detachment. To model this situation, we impose an abrupt transition in

marginal boundary condition, halfway down the length of the domain. Before the 5 km

mark, the lateral boundaries are no-slip sidewalls. After the 5 km mark, the lateral
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boundaries are terminus-type boundaries, which spread outward at a rate proportional to

their thickness.

For the second additional experiment, we allow the shelf to abruptly begin to slip against

its margins, as opposed to gradually losing resistance (as described in the main text). In

this simulation, before the 5 km mark, the lateral boundaries are no-slip sidewalls; after

the 5 km mark, the lateral boundaries are free-slip sidewalls.

In both additional cases, we solve the SSA iteratively toward a steady state, as described

in the main text. Results, which are depicted in Figure S1, indicate that key qualitative

findings (the visible transition in flow regime, the surface elevation profile, and the location

of rifting) are robust to choice of boundary condition type.

Text S2.

We have described, in the main text, the process by which flow between ice rises can be

described in terms of lateral resistance. However, ice rises impart basal drag directly, and

lateral drag only indirectly. Therefore, we include an experiment which treats ice rises as

providing basal resistance, and we show that this setup does not change the qualitative

nature of our findings.

In this experiment, the initial geometry of the shelf 5 km wide by 8 km long, with

uniform surface elevation of 10 m. The domain is somewhat larger than that chosen to

produce Figure 4, because we now include flow over the ice rises (which were not part

of the domain in Figure 4). We provide a geometric description of the bed beneath the

shelf, with two bedrock bumps protruding upward into the base of the shelf (see panels c

and d of Figure S2). Where there is any contact between the shelf base and the bedrock,

the coefficient of basal friction scales with height above flotation (which must be positive
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where the shelf is locally grounded), to a maximum value of C0 = 0.1. We solve the

Shallow Stream Approximation iteratively toward a steady state. Results are depicted

in Figure S2. We find that the resulting velocity field, surface elevation profile, and rift

locations are qualitatively similar to results in the main text.

Movie S1.

Timelapse sequence of two protruding tongues at 79 North, the lower of which is modeled

in the main text. Images span from 1984 to 2019. The margins of the tongues are manually

delineated briefly in a 1997 image, just prior to a major calving event. Detachment rifts

open periodically from the ice rises and cut inward and slightly upstream.

Movie S2.

Timelapse sequence of C. H. Ostenfeld from 1985 to 2006. Besides illustrating the

propagation of detachment rifts from the glacier’s right margin, this sequence also captures

the breakup of the tongue in the early 2000s. Upon transitioning into a nearly-grounded

regime, C. H. Ostenfeld no longer produces detachment rifts. While the tongue persists,

a black dot is drawn as a visual aid.

Movie S3.

Timelapse sequence of a small ice tongue to the east of Zachariae’s main shelf. The

time range spans from 1984 to 2003, at which point Zachariae’s main shelf (not visible

in this frame) collapses, decoupling from the region depicted. Beyond 2003, flow almost

entirely halts at the tongue shown. For the duration shown, detachment rifts can be seen

propagating inward from the island at the right.

Movie S4.
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Timelapse sequence of Ryder Glacier from 1999 to 2019. Detachment rifts form in rapid

succession from the left margin (12 are formed over the course of the 20 years shown, as

indicated by the numbering depicted), while detachment rifts formed at the right margin

are larger and more widely spaced. All major calving events occurring over this time

result from detachment rifts at the right propagating across the glacier, ultimately joining

the smaller rifts on the left.
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Figure S1. A comparison of three types of boundary condition transition. See Figure 3

in the main text for a description of A through D, which and are duplicated here to permit

side-by-side comparisons with the experiments described below. Panels E through G correspond

to an experiment wherein no-slip sidewalls transition abruptly to laterally unconfined margins.

Panels H through J correspond to an experiment wherein no-slip sidewalls transition abruptly to

free-slip sidewalls. B, E, and H depict steady-state surface elevation profiles, C, F, and I depict

steady-state velocity profiles, and D, G, and J depict selected velocity transects.
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Figure S2. Finite element simulation comparable to that described in Figure 4 in the main

text. Here, resistance originates at the base as the shelf flows between two local bedrock highs.

Panel A shows the resulting steady-state velocity field. Panel B shows the speed across three

lateral transects. C depicts the steady-state geometry of the shelf, as seen from the side. D shows

the steady-state geometry of the shelf, as seen from head-on.
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